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Abstract 

Human history is observing a very strange time fighting an invisible enemy, the novel COVID –

19 corona virus. Initially observed in the woman Wuhan of china, now firstly spreading around 

the world ignoring the opposition’s criticism of the Maharashtra government handing of the 

COVID – 19 crises the priority of the government is to tackle the pandemic situation and other 

things are secondary  
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Introduction 

The outbreak of the Covid – 19 Pandemic is an unprecedented shock to the Indian economy, 

Maharashtra Covid – 19 crisis is the result of many factors failure of collective action between, 

the centre and the state, lack of Mumbai specific approach to fight against the virus, and a 

blanket implementation of lockdown without a plan to utilize the time effectively and prepare the 

health system. These are some of the observation of health experts and activist who have closely 

analyzed the turn of events over the last 100 days, since Maharashtra recorded its first confirmed 

case of the novel corona virus on March 9, 2020. The state is now a red zone, accounting for 

nearly 32% of Indian’s case and 41% of the death. 

When establish Mhavikas Agahadi government its call coalition government they face so many 

challenges. 

 

Role of government: 

The political science in Maharashtra hated up after a BJP delegation led by formed CM 

Devendra Fadnavis met to governor and complained to him about the “failure” of the 

government in tacking the Covid – 19 crises. Maharashtra in the most affected state in the 

country and has added 2,190 cases to take its tally 56,948 the state has added more than 9000 

cases on each of the past days. About 46 present of all its patients have come in these 11 days 

above. 

 

Another past Mahavikas Aghadi government congress paring who in the state congress President 

Balasaheb Thorat, who also heads the revenue department, said “BJP” leaders in the state are 
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greedy for power they cannot think of helping the government in the current situation. They are 

trying to destabilize the government. The congress in one of the constituents in the Shiv Sena led 

Maharashtra Vikas Aghadi (MVN) government. The other patens in the Sharad Power – led 

nationalist congress party(NCP) live can see the role of congress party No congress leader is 

seen around chief Minister Uddhav Thakaray or NCP chief Sharad Power they are in touch with 

each other over phone nothing should be read into such appearances or didapper earaches’. But 

in traditionally, congress leader Rahul Gandhi said that the congress does not have a key role to 

play in the Maharashtra government.  

Despite the bract that the congress in part of “Maha Vikas Aghadi” and hold key Minister, ment 

but are not in the key decision – making role is Maharashtra. He appears to be distancing his 

party form the ruling alliance that is being criticized for its handling of the corona virus 

pandemic in the state. Rahul Gandhis statement could be a setback for the MVA government in 

Maharashtra, where hectic politicking in going on. 

The nationalist congress party (NCP) the thyroid member of the alliance could be the reason for 

the decline of the government. Party president were to meet Governer Bhagat Singh Koshyari at 

Rajbhavn in what was described by both sides as a “courtesy call” Praful Patel alto depended 

union Railway minister Plyush Goyal form attacks by Shivseina and congress leads ho have been 

scathing about the lack of help from the railways in helping move migrants to their home states 

while the shiv sena, without specifying and party or leaders, had said that the oppositions efforts 

to destabilize the state government could boomerang, the NCP has disaccorded the BJP of 

spreading ramous that president’s rule will be imposed. Among various things farmer chief 

minister Rane has claimed the government headed by chief minister Udhav Thakare had failed to 

handle Covid – 19 pandemic crisis in the state. 

 

Role of opposition party:  

 

Now BJP is an only one big opposition party in Maharashtra state. The saffron party has ramped 

up efforts to pull the Maha Vikas Aghadi government down Three- party Maha Vikas Aghadi 

government in Maharashtra government in faced with two big challenge one, the rapidly 

increasing case of covid – 19 and other, the constant attempts by the BJP state leaders to pull the 

government down  

Since the coalition government consisting of the Shiv sena, the nationalist congress party and the 

congress – came to power six months ago, the BJP has tried every trick in the book bring it down 

of late these attempts have intensified form unleashing it’s both army on social India to cities the 

state government, to demanding presidents rule, the BJP has tried it all. BJP Rajyasabha member 

Narayan Rane who has in the past ban in the shivesena and the congress met Maharashtra 

governor and demanded the imposition of president rule in viers of the shivesena led state 

government is failure in tacking the corona virus pandemic. He claimed the ruling parties had 

tailed in handing administrative affairs in the time of the unprecedented crisis 

 

NCP chief Sharad Powar, n an interview to NDTV, called the farmer chief minister and state 

opposition leader Devendra Fadnavis” an important man”  Fadnavis is getting impatient But 

there is no threat  to the Maharashtra Pawar said  He called him meeting with the governor a “ 
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Courtesy call” Rumours is political circles, however, are rife that thane are internal dissensions 

within the coalition and both the NCP and the congress are chafing at not having a big say in 

managing the COVID – 19 crisis all the in not helping the states effects to contain the virus and 

stop the increase in cases and depths. The BJP has not offered any suggestions, much less 

assistance, to all evict that problem of patients or migrants. Fadnavis and BJP are not going to be 

able to dislodge the government with every one’s mind on the COVID – 19 crises in the state. 

 

Conclusion: 

Maharashtra has been badly hit by the pandemic and has the most corona cases in the country. 

New political align mental possibly even central rule could be on the cards in Maharashtra only 

time will tell the economy was already in a parlous state before. COVID – 19 struck. 
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